
German ring turning

This style of turning originated in Germany as a way of mass-producing toy animals and figures.  I 
make these as an artistic piece, keeping it in ring form. In this demo, I will teach the process of how 
to make a ring turning. The focus will the on turning accurately to measurements and templates as 
well as understanding form in areas that are not seen.
I will also cover the design aspect and how to plan out complex turnings. Choosing or manipulating 
the template, chucking a piece to a lathe and tool selection are all import decisions before the piece 
is even mounted to the lathe

Basic surface embellishment

When I have a fairly plain timber, I think it is best highlighted with carved embellishment to make a 
feature of the workmanship. In this demo I will cover a range of basic power carving techniques that 
are really easy to apply. They are also relatively quick to apply which is contrary to most people’s 
perception of carved embellishment. There are so many different cutters and techniques that have 
endless capabilities to make turned work unique and stand out.  Most of the basic embellishment 
are single step procedures with repetition. 



Complex surface embellishment 

When I have a fairly plain timber, I think it is best highlighted with carved embellishment to make a 
feature of the workmanship. These designs are multi layered, with a range of cutters and techniques 
needed to create the depth in the carving. Most of the textures that I use are based of patterns that I  
see in nature. I will cover the process of cutter selection and development of creating new textures. 
With so many different cutters and textures that we see, there is lots of inspiration for new patterns 
to be incorporated in woodturning 


